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Azure Migration Challenges
Migrating any platform on a cloud can be
a tricky process as it involves cautious
consideration of a business’s framework,
process, and implementation which
allows the digitizing of projects of a firm.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

There are numerous challenges in migrating to a
cloud platform related to process, adaptability
and security. Also, there are tough competition
from other platforms like AWS.

Our Azure Migration solution offers access to a
broad array of business-critical capabilities that
drive ROI in ways that other public cloud providers
are unable to match.

Faster infrastructure and reduced impact of
delays on the business, significant CapEx savings
by eliminating the hardware, software, storage
and data center space for any Solution

eGeneration Ltd.
MIGRATION TO AZURE
Giving your business the power to achieve more.
We provide end-to-end service personalized for SAP
applications which consider the entire attributes
required for the transformation including consulting,
preparing, designing and migration.

Cost Efficiency

Reduced Risks

Agility

Security

Productivity

Migrating their platform to
Azure allows a firm to
decrease their IT infrastructure
costs by 45% to 75%

Risks are minimized caused by
unanticipated events.

IT infrastructure that is
capable of adjusting to a firm’s
requirements.

Migration to Azure assures
that a firm’s applications
operate securely and
promotes a reliable platform

Azure is a powerful platform
that connects your platform to
other technologies such as
Office 365, Data Analytics, IoT

eGeneration Ltd. Migration to Microsoft
Azure
With support from Microsoft Bangladesh, eGeneration Ltd. has teamed up to provide
the needed Migration to Azure solution offering a robust, innovative, scalable and
flexible digital platform service based on the best and most secure cloud technology.

Easier Integration
We analyze and pinpoint your requirements to ensure
smooth cloud adaptation.
The crowning feature of Microsoft Azure is the
integration and easy migration capabilities, which can be
customized to meet the exact need of any enterprise.

Faster Performance
We aim to provide customers with the best cloud
experience.
Microsoft Azure gives you the flexibility and agility to
adapt easily into the cloud environment with no
downtime and robust security

Continuous Support
We provide end to end implementation, support and
training services
With the help of Microsoft, we are capable to provide
any level of consultancy and support needed for your
enterprise.

Customer success: Epyllion
Group Migrates their business
Applications and Databases
Server to Microsoft Azure
While most of the local ERP users of Bangladesh lean towards
their own infrastructure for hosting. We, eGeneration have
successfully converted Epyllion, one of the leading
conglomerates in Bangladesh from own premise to Microsoft
Azure by proving our competitive advantage.

Epyllion Group

NCC Bank

“Our close collaboration with eGeneration and
Microsoft has really helped Epyllion soar. With
Azure Cloud Services, we can continuously expand
our digital platform without substantial
infrastructure upgradation. Thanks to
eGeneration for their relentless support.”

“It is our immense pleasure to extend our
appreciation to the dedicated project team of
eGeneration for their proactive contribution in
completing the POC of Azure in NCC Bank. We
look forward to start with the services very soon”

-- Mr. Shamsul Karim Rumman, Sr. Manager, IT

-- Kazi Jonayed-Un Naby, AVP ICT

eGeneration Is Committed To
Provide You A Seamless SAP
S/4hana Transition To Microsoft
Azure Cloud
Get a free trial: [www.eGeneration.co]
Call for more information: [+88 02 984 3076]
Ask a question via email: [info@egeneration.com.bd]
Learn more: [yourhyperlinkedproductsiteURL.com]
Link to your Microsoft Commercial Marketplace offer

